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Abstract
Long-baseline precision tests based on atom interferometry require drastic control over the initial
external degrees of freedomof atomic ensembles to reduce systematic effects. The use of optical
lattices (OLs) is a highly accuratemethod tomanipulate atomic states in position andmomentum
allowing excellent control of the launch in atomic fountains. The simultaneous lattice launch of two
atomic species, as required in a quantum test of the equivalence principle, is however problematic due
to crosstalk effects. In this article, we propose to selectively address two species of alkalines by applying
twoOLs at or close tomagic-zerowavelengths of the atoms. The proposed scheme applies in general
for a pair of species with a vastly different ac Stark shift to a laser wavelength.We illustrate the principle
by studying a fountain launch of condensed ensembles of 87Rb and 41K initially co-located. Numerical
simulations confirm thefidelity of our scheme up to fewnmand nm s−1 in inter-species differential
position and velocity, respectively. This result is a pre-requisite for the next performance level in
precision tests.

1. Introduction andmotivations

Manipulating cold atomic ensembles with optical dipole traps is an exquisite tool to address their external
degrees of freedom [1]. The Stark effect resulting from these beams realizes so-called optical tweezers and allows
to precisely confine ormove cold atoms or Bose–Einstein condensates (BEC) [2, 3] and prepare them in desired
position andmomentum states. Interference of counter-propagating dipole beams creates a conservative
periodic potential known as an optical lattice (OL) [4]. Atoms trapped at the potentialminima of this periodic
structure realize solid state physics-like systemswith an unprecedented possibility to control the lattice
properties. If the two interfering beams are relatively detuned, the lattice can displace the atoms. If the detuning
is time-dependent, it accelerates them via Bloch oscillations [5, 6] in analogywith electrons in a solid subject to
an electric field. Thismethod is very efficient in transferring large and quantizedmomenta to the atoms [7]
putting them inwell definedmomentum states. Therefore, it is extensively used in precision atom
interferometry [8–12].

The free evolution of an atomic ensemble in the gravitational field interrogated in aMach–Zehnder light-
pulse interferometer realizes ameasurement of the gravitational acceleration g [13–17].When two atomic
ensembles of differentmasses are dropped in the gravity field, a comparison of their accelerations realizes a
universality of free fall test or test of theweak Einstein’s equivalence principle (WEP) [18]. Since violations of this
principle are predicted at different levels in competing theories to unify fundamental interactions [19], such an
experimental test can have amajor impact in (in)validating thesemodels. In recent years, atom interferometers
performedWEP tests up to 10−7 in the Eötvös ratio [20–23] parametrized by η
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where a1 and a2 are the accelerations experienced by the testmasses 1 and 2, respectively, δ a=(a1−a2 ) and
a a a 2.1 2¯ ( )= + Since the sensitivity of an atom interferometer typically scales quadratically with the pulse
separation timeT, there is an obvious incentive for using atomic fountains on ground to augment the available
experimental time. This geometry is at the heart of recent proposals expected to open a new era of precisionWEP
tests (up to seven orders ofmagnitude expected improvement over state-of-the-art) by performing it in 10 m tall
towers [24–26]. The idea is to launch two atomic ensembles of different atomic species using accelerated lattices
before operating two simultaneousMach–Zehnder atom interferometers, thus comparing the local gravity
acceleration experienced by each.

In such a test performed in the vertical direction z, the differential velocity δ vz between the two species at the
end of the acceleration stage couples e.g. to local gravity gradients (GG) resulting in a differential acceleration
bias δ a. In linewith recent and proposed experiments, we assume the typicalMach–Zehnder (π/2-π-π/2) pulse
geometry. The full interferometer time 2T shall be the same for both species, but the effective wave numbers k1
and k2may differ. The phase shift due to theGG in each interferometer i=1, 2 is [27]

k T v T , 2i i zz z i,
3 ( )f = -

which divided by the scale factor kiT
2 leads to an acceleration equivalent bias of

a T v T , 3i zz z i, ( )= -

for a launch velocity vz, i. Thus, the differential acceleration is

a T T v v T T v , 4zz z z zz z,1 ,2( ) ( )d d= - - = -

with δ vz=vz,1−vz,2.Tzz denotes thefirst order GG tensor g .z z¶ In the considered case, the fountain is solely
realized in the z-direction and therefore the other gradient tensor terms can safely be neglected. Phase shifts due
to higher order tensors are orders ofmagnitude smaller thanfi, thus not considered here. Dependent on the
vibrational background, an additionalmechanical accelerometermight be necessary to recover the
interferometer signals of theweak equivalence principle as suggested in [28]. ThisGG coupling can be eliminated
in a particular four-pulse atom interferometer scheme [29] at the cost, however, of a degraded (about a factor 5
lower) sensitivity to the gravity acceleration.

AGGTzzwith an uncertaintyΔTzz parallel to the effective wave vectors couples to a differential velocity of
the two ensembles δ vz oriented in the same directionwith an uncertaintyΔδvz. Since both theGG and the
differential velocity are knownwithin their uncertainties, a post-correction reduces theGG contribution to an
uncertainty of

a a T T v T v T v a. 5zz z zz z zz z( )¯ · ¯ ( )h d d d dD = D = - D + D + D D

Using compensationmasses within the regionwhere the atom interferometer is formed as proposed in [30]
would only reduce the contribution of thefirst term in equation (5) proportional toTzzwithout relaxing the
knowledge level required forΔTzz.

If one considers the case of Earth’s GGon groundTzz=−3×10−6 s−2, and a differential velocity of
δv=0 μm s−1 with an uncertaintyΔδv=±0.2 μm s−1, onewould reach an uncertainty inΔη of 10−13 even
with amodest knowledge of theGGofΔTzz=3×10−6 s−2. If δ vz=100 μm s−1 andΔδv=±0.2 μm s−1,
then a characterization ofTzz to 0.2% corresponding toΔTzz=6×10−9 s−2 would be necessary to reach the
same uncertainty of theWEP test.

Due to the different recoil velocities, the two atom interferometers will cover slightly different trajectories.
The related recoil phase terms can be suppressed by inverting the direction ofmomentum transfer for
subsequent cycles and calculating the half difference [27]. This requires a sufficient homogeneity over the
baseline of the atom interferometer. To reachΔ η=10−13, the homogeneity requirements of 3×10−11s−2 in
GG and 5×10−12 m−1s−2 are compatible with Earth’s contributions. Themass distribution of the
experimental apparatus itself has to be designed appropriately to avoid contributions exceeding these
thresholds.

Figure 1 illustrates this scaling by indicating the requiredGG level of characterization as a function of the
starting differential velocity for various target accuracies of theWEP test parametrized byΔ η. In principle, the
GG could be characterizedwith the atom interferometer in a gradiometermode [31]. It becomes clear that an
inherently small differential velocity would relax the requirements for aGGknowledge or evenmake it obsolete.
Consequently, the systematics assessment would be considerably relieved, especially in scenarios, where theGG
might drift unpredictably. Thefigure suggests that with a characterization of theGGwithin itsmagnitude on
ground (horizontal line), reaching state-of-the-artWEP test performances ofΔη=10−13 with quantum
objects requires a bias in differential velocities of a fraction ofμm s−1. This proposal ismotivated by the absence,
to our knowledge, of appropriatemethods to achieve this accuracy in a dual atomic launch.
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Tounderstand the origin of the differential velocity between two launchedmasses, we briefly recall the
principle of a fountain launch. A lattice accelerated from v=0 to v=vf induces a quantizedmomentum
transfer via Bloch oscillations to an atom initially at rest. To avoid the population ofmultiple orders, the final
lattice velocity vf shouldmatch a targeted atomic velocity N k m where N Î with themodified Planck
constant , the lattice light wave vector k and the atomicmassm.When the lattice transports two species of
massesm1 andm2, the differential velocity at the end of the launch reads:

v k
N

m

N

m
, 61

1

2

2

( )d = -
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

whereN1 andN2 are the numbers of photon kicks transferred to species 1 and 2, respectively. From equation (6),
it becomes clear thatminimizing δ v translates tofinding aminimumof (N1/m1−N2/m2).With a singleOL,
choosing afinal vf matching a certain kN m1 1 completely fixes the choice ofN2. Thus, the bias δv cannot be
minimized to better than a few tens ofμm s−1 in agreementwith the predictions of [27] for the pair of isotopes
87Rb and 85Rb.

The idea of individually addressing each species with separate lattices is problematic since this would require
vastly different ac-Stark shifts from each lattice. For sufficient lifetimes in the lattice however, high power and
large detunings from the targeted electronic excitation are required. This generallymeans that other transitions,
which are notmuch stronger detuned, e.g. of the other species, will have a considerable ac-Stark shift. Each
latticewould have an effect on both species and the clean lattice dynamics are replaced by strongly time-varying
potentials and undesired excitations. In this proposal, we solve this issue by choosing two lattices with zero-magic
or tune-outwavelengths to selectively accelerate the two atomic clouds. At the start and the end of the
acceleration phase, thewavepackets of different atomicmassesm1 andm2 shall ideally havematching positions
and velocities.

2. Scheme andmethod

For alkaline atoms, the contribution of theD1 andD2 lines to the dipole potential for one species of atoms reads
[1]:
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with D D L1 1
 w w= - and D D L2 2

 w w= - are the detuning of the laserωL from theD1 andD2 atomic
transition lines, respectively, and gF is the hyperfine Landé factor.P is the polarization of the laser,mF the Zeeman
state of the atom and c the speed of light.When the atomic dynamic polarizability switchs sign between two
resonances, amagic-zero or tune-outwavelength could be found [32–39]. Severalmagic-zerowavelengths have

0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10 100
10 11

10 9

10 7

10 5

0.001

Figure 1.Required knowledge of the gravity gradient (GG) as a function of the inter-species differential velocity for several levels of
performanceΔ η of aWEP test. The case of a 10 m fountain is considered and implies an interferometry time of 2T=2.74 s. The
interferometer is assumed to operate with two-photon transitions at about 780 nmeach. Earth’s GG affects themeasurement and
consequently needs to be determined in the shaded area. The corresponding differential acceleration is δ a=−Tzz(±ΔTzz)δvz(±Δ
δvz)T, whereΔ δvz denotes the uncertainty in differential velocity δvz, andΔTzz denotes the uncertainty inGGTzz. This leads to the
plotted contribution toΔ η∝ΔTzzδvz. For each curve, amaximumΔ δvz is assumed (see legend) to keep, on ground, the other
contributions (equation (5)) below the representedΔ η.
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been implemented in different experimental contexts [40–42]. In table 1, we provide some key values for
commonly used alkalines and alkaline-Earth-metal atoms in themetrology context with identified tune-out
wevelengths.

Recently very precise—uncertainty below 1 pm—measurements of thesewavelengths were done for
rubidium [49] and potassium [50].We shall consider these twomost used species in cold atoms laboratories as a
study case to illustrate ourmethod. Figure 1(a) shows that at thewavelengthλ1 (λ2), the contributions of the two
lines cancel out the dipole potential for 41K (87Rb). These special wavelengthswere already implemented in
mixture experiments to selectivelymanipulate 87Rb and 41K degenerate ensembles [51].

Based on these investigations, amagic-zerowavelengthλ1 could be used to create a latticeOL1 accelerating
the Rb cloud (species 1)without any effect on the 41K atoms (species 2), and vice-versa withλ2 (latticeOL2),
therefore realizing a dual-species fountain, which principle is illustrated infigure 2(b). The atomic ensembles are
guided during the time tf from the same initial position z=0.OL1 transports species 1 (in red) andOL2 conveys
species 2 (in blue) to z v,f f1 1

{ }and z v, ,f f2 2
{ } respectively. By choosing lattice acceleration rampsminimizing

z zf f1 2
- and v v ,f f1 2

- we achieve a fountain launch that greatly relaxes the required knowledge ofGG
uncertainties as discussed in the previous section.

The simultaneous and independent use of lattices with twowavenumbers kL1
and kL2

allows formore
flexibility towards cancelling δ v, which reads now:

v
N k

m

N k

m
. 8L L1

1

2

2

1 2· ( )d = -
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

After choosing afinal velocity, thus the corresponding couple of integersN1 andN2, we could slightly tune one
or bothwavelengths to strictly reach a zero differential velocity. This is illustrated for the study isotopes case in

Table 1.Magic-zero or tune-out wavelengths for alkaline atomswith neutralizingD1 andD2 contibutions according to
equation (7). The variablesP parametrizing the laser polarizations are assumed to be zero for simplicity. Theoretical calcula-
tions for alkaline-Earth-metal atoms aremade in [35] and predict tune-out wavelengths for Be,Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, andYb to be
454.9813, 457.2372, 657.446, 689.200, 788.875, and 553.00 nm, respectively.

Isotopes MHzD1( )G MHzD2( )G nmD1 ( )l nmD2 ( )l nmtune out ( )l - References

133Cs 28.690 32.768 894.59295986 852.34727582 879.936574550 [43]
85Rb 36.129 38.117 794.979014933 780.241368271 789.996623133 [44]
87Rb 36.129 38.117 794.978851156 780.241209686 789.996461148 [45]
39K 37.8684 37.8998 770.108385049 766.700921822 768.959724329 [46]
40K 37.8998 37.8998 770.108136507 766.700674872 768.958845121 [46]
41K 37.8998 37.8998 770.107919192 766.70045870 768.958628193 [46]
23Na 61.353 61.542 589.7566617 589.1583264 589.557085633 [47]
6Li 36.898 36.898 670.992421 670.977338 670.987393031 [48]

Figure 2. Selective lattice launch principle. (a) For each species the latticewavelength is chosen as a tune-out wavelength of the other
species. The twomagic-zero values for rubidium and potassium are found at 789.9965 and 768.9586 nm, respectively. (b)The
proposed arrangementmakes it possible to selectively drive two kinds of atoms 1 and 2 by two optical latticesOL1 andOL2,
respectively. This allows one lattice to bring one of the atomic clouds to any desired final position or velocity without altering those of
the other species. In order to reach the precision target for thismanuscript, a slight shiftΔλ from the rubidiummagicwavelength is
introduced (see inset) for the potassium lattice, leading to a small perturbation of rubidiumdynamics.
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the inset offigure 2(a) by the shiftΔλ=2.9 pm corresponding toΔ k=29.22 m−1 from the tune-out value
kL2

. This comes at the price of introducing a perturbation byOL2 to the dynamics of the 87Rb cloudwhich now is
subject to the accelerating effect of this lattice ramped in time to transport 41K. In the following sections,
numerical simulations are implemented to checkwhether this parasitic contribution affects the fidelity and
performance of the selective acceleration process.

Both chosen species 87Rb and 41Khave positive scattering lengths: 99 a0 and 60 a0, respectively, where a0 is
the Bohr radius. They can be cooled down to degeneracy independently [52] or taking advantage of sympathetic
cooling [53]. Another advantage of this pair in the context of precisionmeasurements is the existence of a low-
magnetic field (79G) Feshbach resonance allowing to tune the inter-species interaction to zero [40] and
maximize the overlap between the twoBECswhile in the Zeeman state F=1,mF=1. Thismanipulation is very
useful since inter-component interactions lead otherwise to a shell structure (in the case of the chosen isotopes)
or could in immiscible phases formmixture ground states with broken spatial symmetry. Both of the last
geometries lead to complex and coupled expansion dynamics of the BECs, thus to significantwave fronts-related
systematic effects. These effects being leading systematics inmost atom interferometry experiments, it is vital for
precision differential atom interferometry tominimize or neutralize the inter-species interactions. This
motivates our choice to consider in this study the intra-species interactions only. As a consequence, during the
proposed acceleration ramps, the atoms are assumed to remain inmagnetic sensitive sub-states. Couplings to
the Feshbachfield lead tomagnetic field gradients and induce a differential velocity due to the different atomic
properties. In principle, a characterization of the gradients could be performed by dedicatedmeasurements with
the atom interferometer [54] and the resulting differential velocity cancelled by accounting for it in the proposed
lattice launch sequence. Assuming a time 10 ms before transfer to themagnetically insensitive states and
switching-off the Feshbach field, themagnetic field gradient should be below 1 mG m−1 in average to reach
Δη=10−13 or 10 μG m−1 to reachΔη=10−15.

3. Theoreticalmodel

Justified by the cancelled inter-species interactions, the treatment is described for one species and could be
applied to the other simply by accounting for its different temporal control sequence of external potentials. The
momentum shiftΔk=29.22 m−1 chosen to perfectlymatch the twofinal velocities leads to a parasitic
contribution ofOL2 in the dynamics of species 1 (lattice depth of few nK).Moreover, the assumed finite
uncertainty in the definition of the tune-out wavelengths (1 pm) leads to a small ac Stark effect even in the case of
the atoms forwhich it should bemagic-zero. None of these effects is neglected by solving the dynamics equations
of both BECs in presence of the two lattice potentials weighted by their exact numericalmagnitude.

3.1. Gross–Pitaevskii equations (GPEs)
In themean-field regime, a BEC is well described by theGPE. This often-called nonlinear Schrödinger equation
features an additional termdescribing the interactions between atoms. At low temperature, the systemofN
bosons is described by a single wavefunctionΨ(r) [55] solution of the stationaryGPE:

m
V Ngr r r r

2
, 9

2
2

3D
2( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( ) ( ) ( )

m-  + + Y Y = Y
⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

wherem is themass of the bosonic species considered,V(r) the external potential seen by the atoms andμ is the
chemical potential. Themagnitude of the nonlinear term is proportional to the total number of condensed
bosonsN and the atom–atom interactionmagnitude.When assuming s-wave scattering only, the interaction
term reads

g
a

m

4
, 10s

3D

2

( )p
=

where as is the s-wave scattering length of the atomic species. In this proposal, we consider atomic species with
repulsive interatomic interactions. In a fountain configuration, the relevant physical effects (acceleration,
center-of-massmotion, etc) triggered by the lattice accelerating potentialsVOL1

andVOL2
occurmainly in the

gravity direction z justifying a one-dimentional treatment. The ground state of the problem is found by solving
the effective one-dimensional GPE

m z
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where g1D and 1Dm are the effective 1D interaction strength and chemical potential, respectively.
The time-dependent behavior of the BECbefore and during vertical acceleration, is followedwhile solving

the time-dependent GPE
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where t V z t, ,z OL1
( ) ( )w andV z t,OL2

( ) are time-dependent potentials accounting for a complete sequence of
loading a BEC from aharmonic trap into twoOLs that accelerate it.

3.2. Loading, release and acceleration ramps
During any fountain launch proposed in thismanuscript, The total potential reads:
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The expressions taken by the potential at each time step are presented in the following.
Loading and release In order to adiabatically load a BEC in theOLs considered, themagnitude of their

potentials is increased smoothly.Wemodel this step bymultiplying the potential with the function fON(t)
defined as follows:
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where tONdenotes the starting time of ramping up the lattice and the characteristic loading duration is set by τ. A
complementary behavior regulates an adiabatic switch-off through the function:
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During the loading phase, the initial harmonic trap is switched off while the lattices are ramped up.We label this
time interval [t0, t1]. After acceleration, the BEC is released adiabatically in order to recover its single-peaked
distribution inmomentum space. This step is performed over the time interval [t4, t5]. The total external
potential for a species of atomswithin these initial and final steps reads:
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with v f
OL1 2( )

and c f
OL1 2( )

being velocities and offset positions of the lattice 1(2) at the end of the ramp, respectively.
They are determined by the choice of the target final velocities of the atoms as explained in the next paragraph.
Depending on the study case, we could choose the same or different values of τ in the different temporal
functions fON and fOFF.

Acceleration ramps. In order to accelerate the condensates without leaving the first band, theOLsmust be
tuned on and off adiabatically. A commonmethod of doing this is to use the following lattice acceleration profile
a(t) during a time sequence [t0, t5]:
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This sequences determines the lattice phases. Once the common targetfinal velocity and the acceleration
sequence duration are chosen, one needs to determine the constant acceleration amax and the different time
intervals of the acceleration sequence. Tofind out these characteristic times, we choose a couple of total numbers
of recoils cancelling δv in equation (8) and a value of amax for each species that is not too large for an optimal
acceleration [56]. Typical experimental realizations involve about 2000 m s−2. Based on the trapezoidal

geometry of the ramp, the total number of recoils gained by one species N a t td
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where v k mr = is the recoil velocity of one of the species ofmassm driven by theOL ofwave vector k. In
general, a different choice of t (or t2 and t3) and amax for each species could be done leading to a different phase
in the time-dependent potentials parametrizedwith the position offset between the twoOLpreviously
introduced in equation (17) by c .f

OL1 2( )
Wechoose t and amax for both sequences such that the two initially co-

locatedminima of the two differentOL do not shift at the end of the sequence bymore than themaximum
displacement of the BECs centers allowed by theWEP test performance targeted. In the case of ameasurement of
η to the 10−15 level, this offset would be about 1 nm.We check that this threshold is not crossedwhen
engineering the ramp sequences and choosing the couples t and amax corresponding to
v v N k m N k m .f f

OL OL 1 1 1 2 2 21 2
 = = = Finally, the total potential exerted on one species during the acceleration

phases reads

V z t t t
V

k z z t
V

k z z t,
2

1 cos 2
2

1 cos 2 , 20acc 1 4
1

1 OL
2

2 OL1 2( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )< < = + + + + +⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
where z tOL1 2

( ) are completely set after the choice of t1, t2, t3, t4 and amax for each of the latticesOL1/2.
Wewould like to stress out that due to the deliberately introduced shiftΔ k, it is not guaranteed that the

effect of themagic-zero latticeOL2 on species 1, whichmagnitude scales withV2, is negligible. Any effect on the
center ofmass andmomentumdistribution of BEC 1would set a limit on our proposedmethod. This is
essentially themotivation for the in-depth numerical simulationsmade, the results being detailed in the Results
section.

3.3. Frame transformation
The typical realizations wewould like tomodel involve tall fountains of 10 mormore. Corresponding
acceleration rampswould accelerate the BECs over distances of few cm. To efficiently treat this problem
numerically, we employ amoving frame description, reducing the required grid extension. All of the dynamics
takes place around the translated center of the BECs, which in the ideal case follows closely the trajectory zOL of
the acceleratedOL.We take advantage of this situation to perform a transformation to an accelerated co-moving
framewith theOL. This classical so-called extendedGalilean transformation [57–59] takes the system from (z, t)
to transformed coordinates (Z,T), where

Z z z t
T t.

21OL{ ( ) ( )= -
=

Applying this transformation, a termproportional to zOL˙ and thefirst derivative of thewave function appears in
theGPE. The phase transformation

Z T Z T, e , 22Zmzi
OL( )( ) ( ) ( )˙Y = F-
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makes it vanish. After a transformation of all operators in the accelerated frame, the time-dependent GPE reads
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The advantage of this systemof coordinates becomes clear whenwriting the transformed accelerating potential
terms(20) to
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1
2
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where the choice ismade here to center the grid on z .OL1

Since the two accelerated lattices of the problem are not
allowed to acquire a large position offset all along the acceleration sequence, the term z t z tOL OL2 1

( ) ( )-
appearing in(24) does not lead to a need for a larger grid than the one centered on z .OL1

3.4. Numerical techniques
Themethod used tofind the ground state and dynamics of the condensates is based on a split-operator
treatment initially reported in [60] and previously applied in a similar context in [61, 62]. It consists in breaking
the evolution operator within a time step δ t in a product of two kinetic propagators separated by a potential one.
TheHamiltonian is assumed to be time-independent during this time step and the errormade during it scales
with (δ t)3. The potential propagator is applied in a straightforwardway to thewave functionwhereas the kinetic
one is only diagonal in themomentum space. For each application of the latter, the BECwave function is
transformed to themomentum space beforehand. Transforming back and forth from these spaces is done using
an optimized fast Fourier transform (FFT) developed by Intel for FORTRANcompilers [63]. Finding out the
ground states is done following the same recipe but in complex time [64]. Typical grids used feature 217 points
and extend over 700 μm.A full loading and acceleration sequence of about 10 ms requires a numerical
propagation of few hours on a standard desktop computer (Intel i5 processor with 8 GBRAM).

4. Results

4.1. Loading to and release from theOL
As previously stated, the choice of a long enough time τ is crucial to allow an adiabatic transfer of the BECs from
their initial harmonic traps to theOLs and at the release step. In order to stress out the dramatic effect of this
choice, we contrast in figure 3 the extreme case of a sudden switch-on and -off of the lattice potential (τ=0)
with an adiabatic ramping.

The gallery shows the BECmomentumdistribution at three different times (i) in the harmonic trap just
before loading in theOL, (ii) after loading and (iii) after release from theOL. A too short or zero value of τ leads
to a released BECwith severalmomentum classes populated (blue dashed peaks at k2 infigure 3(c)). This
effect is limiting the population of the chosenmomentum at the end of the ramp thereby reducing the number of
atoms involved in the AI. An adiabatic loading and release at τ=80 μs (red plain curve) guarantees a single-
peaked density inmomentum space k 2∣ ( )∣Y after release from the lattice. This is observed in both cases of a static
or accelerated lattice. The sequences considered in thismanuscript are all characterized by a choice of τ
guarantying afinal singlemomentumpeak, thus amaximumefficiency of the coherent transport.

4.2.Dual-species launch
In this section, we illustrate the implementation of the dual-fountain launch by propagating the twoBECs using
the ramps shown infigure 4(a).We choose to imprint 2280 and 1104 kicks for 87Rb and 41K. This choicewould
drive the atoms to acquire afinal velocity of 13.6 m s−1 realizing a fountain of about 10 m as planned in three
facilities so far [24–26]. After the acceleration phase, the twoBECs are transferred to the exact targetmomentum
class as shown infigures 4(c) and (e) (red and blue dashed lines) and spatially lifted off to the same height of
5.5 cm (figures 4 (b) and (d)). Thefidelity of this process is subject to afinal adiabatic release from theOLs. A
sudden or imperfect release leads to the a loss of atoms in othermomentum classes ( k k2 , 4   and k6 
(black plain lines in (b) and (d)).

To check, in the adiabatic loading and release case, if the acceleration process is free fromparasitic effects
caused by the simultaneous application of twoOLs, we zoom-in infigure 5 around the central and unique
momentumpeaks obtained.Whereas the effect of the presence of two lattices is negligible for 41K as expected
(lower graph), it is clearly visible that it amplifies thefluctuations around themaximumof the 87Rbmomentum
distribution. This stems from the use of twoOL in the latter case where both are not at themagic-zero
wavelengths. The parasitic effect ofOL2 seems, however, to be simplymodulating themomentumdistribution
around the targeted central value in a symmetric fashion. The numerical analysis conducted in the next sections
will confirm this statement. Such a perturbed but symmetricmomentumdistribution (around the target value)
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would not lead to an additional dephasing in aWEP test since the differential velocity between the twoBECs
relies solely on the centers of themomentumwave packets at the input of the dual interferometer.

4.3.Dual-lattice dynamics and role of the interactions
To interprete themomentumdensity distribution of 87Rb, we contrast infigure 6 the cases of an acceleration
following the ramps previously applied (right column) and a simple expansion lasting for the same duration (left
column) for different regimes of interactions. In all numerical experiments, the 87RbBECwave packets are
released adiabatically from theOLs. Thefirst row (a) and (b) shows that the BEC loaded inOL1 has the same
momentumdensity whether accelerated by this lattice or simply expanded in it for the same time. The
momentumwidth in both cases is, however, larger than the initial one (by a factor of 10 to 20) driven by
interaction dephasing over the lattice sites. Indeed, depending on the number of atoms per site, the chemical
potential leads to different phase winding in every lattice well. This causesmomentumbroadening even in the
case where atoms are loaded and released adiabatically [65, 66].WhenBloch oscillations are involved, atomic
interactions lead to a dephasing and a broadening of the quasi-momentumwidth as observed in [67] and
analyzed in [68]. Recently, the same effect was observed in the context of ametrology-oriented lattice-
accelerated BEC experiment [69]. In [68], the increase inmomentumwidth is proportional to g t ,1D · ) where t
is the evolution time. By varying the number of atoms in the BECor the time spent in the lattice, we could check
that our results are consistent with this scaling in the case of a simple expansion in the lattice. Since the
momentumwidth of awave packet is a critical quantity for the contrast of an atom interferometer [70], it is of
interest to keep it as low as possible. This can be realized by utilizing delta-kick cooling techniques [69, 71–73] or
by taking advantage of the existence of Feshbach resonances to tune down the interactionsmagnitude. The next
row (c) and (d) illustrates the case when twoOLs are in presence and shows that themain perturbation and
broadening of themomentumpeak stems from the evolution in the bichromatic lattice configuration imposed
to 87Rb. Although, the second latticeOL2 is several orders ofmagnitudeweaker than themain accelerating one, it
introduces a dephasing of the atomic cloud spatially extending over bichromatic lattice sites starting co-located
at the origin butwith potentialminima that spatially separate the further the atoms are off-centered from z=0.

Figure 3.Momentumdistribution k 2∣ ( )∣Y of a 41KBose–Einstein condensate of 105 atoms in units of k .L2 (a) Initially trappedBEC in
a harmonic potential with orbital frequencyωz=2π 5 Hz. The interactionsmagnitude are chosen equal to the case where a transverse
orbital frequency of 2π 500 Hzwould be applied. (b)Momentumdistribution after loading in a lattice of wavelengthλ2 and depth
s=4.7 (c) releasedwave functions after a free expansion in the optical lattice of 0.24 ms. The right-hand insets show the switching-on
and -off functions fON and fOFF used in both the sudden (dashed lines) and adiabatic (plain lines) cases. The left-hand insets are a zoom
at a different scale on the central peak of every graph. The outcome of an adiabatic loading and release at τ=80 μs is characterized by
a single peak (red plain curves) suggesting that all atoms remained in onemomentum class.
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By contrasting (c) and (d), it becomes clear that the accelerated casewith different ramps applied to the twoOLs
leads to an averaging of this dephasing effect reducing perturbations and broadening of themomentumdensity
distribution. Since the case of graph (d) is the one of interest in this article, the suitability of our proposal is
confirmed. It is obvious that the size of thewave function during the expansion or acceleration process is a key
quantity to account for since it determines the lattice sites occupancy. The size being shaped, in the BEC case, by
the atomic interactions, it is necessary to clarify and distinguish the roles of size and interactions. To this end, we
plot in the lower row (e) and (f), themomentumdensities of the 87RbBECwith tuned-off interactions. In plot (e)
and for the case of two lattices, we start with the sameBECwave function (same initial extension than the one in
plot (c) before switching off the interactions for the complete evolution time. This suggests that, initially, the
same number of bichromatic lattice sites are occupied. The similarity in the behavior of the twomomentum
structures (same peaks each k k2 L L1 2

· ( )- and relativemagnitude than (c) confirms our interpretation of the
dephasing due tomore spatial separation between the sites ofOL1 andOL2. The interactions in the case (c)
simply broaden everymomentumpeak already visible in (e).When a single lattice is present (black plain curves
of graphs (e) and (f), the broadening of the initial ground state observed in (a) and (b) disappears with the
vanishing interactions. In this case, the local lattice sites density does not play any role in altering the overall BEC
phase. As for (a) and (b), there is no difference whether the BEC is accelerated or kept expanding in the lattice.
The broadening observed in the expanding case of the bichromatic static lattice (red dashed curve in (e) is
averaged out (red dashed in (f)) thanks to the different accelerating ramps andmatches the single lattice case
(solid black curve in (f)). As a conclusion, two effects are altering themomentumdistributions of the BECs: (i)
momentumbroadening driven by interactions dephasingwith complex shapes of the envelopes and (ii)

Figure 4. Species-selective 10 m fountain for 87Rb and 41KBECs. (a)Acceleration ramps for the two species with the key time points
indicated for the rubidium case (solid red line) as labeled in the theoreticalmodel section. (b) and (d)Position space probability
densities of the two condensates accelerated in less than 8 ms to a commonheight of about 5.5 cm. (c) and (e)The acceleration ramps
bring the BECs to the targetmomentum class (red and blue dashed central peaks) corresponding to a velocity of 13.6 m s−1. The
importance of an adiabatic release is highlighted by contrasting it to the case of a sudden switch-off of the twoOLs. In the latter case,
parasitic velocity states (side peaks) are populated leading to a loss in the usefully accelerated atoms. For this simulation, we considered
104 atoms in eachBECwith timing ramps corresponding to 1104 for (41K) and 2280 for (87Rb)momentumkicks transferred in units
of the respective kL. The depths of the acceleration lattices used are s V E 104R1 1 1= = for rubidium and s V E 31R2 2 2= = for
potassium, E k m2R i i

2 2
i ( )= being the respective recoil energies for species i (i=1, 2).
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bichromatic lattice dephasing, however, averaged out by the different acceleration ramps proposed in our
scheme.

4.4. Effect of the number of kicks
In the case of the proposed scheme, the parasitic effects discussed above do not seem to be related to the number
ofmomentumkicks transferred. It is, however, important to check if the fidelity of the process is harmed for
higher velocity ramps. Indeed, if it is the case, the dual-lattice dephasingwill add up for longer sequences or taller
fountains setting a limit on the practically realizable interferometry times. Figure 7 does not support the
occurrence of such effects. Comparing themomentumprobability density of the two species (upper and lower
rows) for largely different accelerations (left versus right column), we observe no difference in the shape or
densitymagnitude of thewave functions. Numerical estimations of the differential velocity between the two
species confirm this statement. This demonstrates the scalability of themethod since no detrimental effects are
observed for longer baselines. Only realistic experimental constraints are expected to set a limit to the proposed
dual-species launch as homogeneity of the optical ormagnetic traps involved.

4.5.Quantitative evaluation of the differential velocity
Theminimumdifferential velocity between the two species is solely limited by the effect of the potassium lattice
perturbing the rubidium atoms distribution, being non-magic-zero. In order to evaluate this effect, we estimate
the velocity difference of rubidiumwhen the second lattice is present compared to the ideal case ofOL1 alone.
The analogous effect ofOL1 on potassium is strictly absent since its wavelength is exactly themagic-zero one. By
changing the power ofOL2, we estimate infigure 8 the bias velocity offset of the 87RbBEC from the reference
ideal one of k m2280 .L 11

 For anOL2 beamwaist of 1 mm, The perturbation starts to be important for several
Watts. Keeping the lattice power between typical experimental values of 0.5 and 1W,we bound the velocity
perturbation below the low limit (few tens of nm s−1) identified for the high-precisionmeasurements
motivating the actual proposal.Within this range of parameters, the inter-species differential velocity lies
similarly around few tens of nm s−1. Tomatch the launching velocities on a level ofμm s−1 (nm s−1) for
Δη=10−13 [10−15], the lattice frequencies have to be controlled to 0.1 GHz [0.1 MHz], which can be done e.g.
by a frequency comb. Assuming retro reflected lattices, the relative angle between the lattices has to be below
40 μrad to allow formaximumdifferential velocities of nm s−1. Amitigation strategy is using commonoptics for
both lattices. Themethod adopted to evaluate these velocities was tofind the expectation values of the
momentumoperator for each of the BECs and compare them. Thefinite velocity width implies a statistical

Figure 5.Zoomon the singlemomentumpeaks of the acceleratedBose–Einstein condensates. Thisfigure is a zoomon themomentum
distribution in the adiabatic release limit offigures 4(c) and (e). (a)The effect of the concurrent application ofOL1 andOL2 on

87Rb
condensate ismodulating themomentumdensity around the central target value in a symmetric way. (b)The 41K condensate density
inmomentum space remains unaffected (compared to a single lattice case) sinceOL1 is exactly themagic-zerowavelength for this
atom.
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uncertainty in the center ofmass velocity. Coupled toGGs this leads to a noise contribution in the
interferometer which has to be kept below the shot noise limit. For 106 atoms of each species, two photon beam
splitters, contrasts near unity, a free evolution time ofT=1.37 s, Earth’s GG, and velocity widths as depicted in
figure 5 the related noise would be smaller than the shot noise by one order ofmagnitude. The differential center
ofmassmotion can be assessed by spatially resolved imaging directly after launch and subsequently after 2T.
Repeating thesemeasurements for about 20 times is sufficient to reach the precision required for a target of
Δ η=10−13. Higher precisions require either a higher number ofmeasurements or a reduction in velocity
width. Even in a space-borne experiment and assuming the parameters from [74], the noise associatedwith the
statistical uncertainty in the center ofmass velocity would be below the anticipated shot noise limit.

5. Conclusion anddiscussion

In this article, the idea of using twoOLs at the zero-magic wavelengths of 87Rb and 41K allowed tomanipulate
each of them selectively. Themotivation behind this scheme is to achieve a perfectly zero inter-species
differential velocity required in precision tests of theWEP in fountain geometries. To the best of our knowledge,
no accelerationmethod of two different atoms or isotopes to a commonprecise velocity was reported so far. In
order to strictly cancel the differential velocity between the species, one of the lattices had to be slightly shifted
leading to a perturbing effect on one of the atoms (87Rb). Numerical simulations of the dynamics of twoBECs of

Figure 6.Expansion of the 87RbBEC for various situations after an adiabatic release from the involved lattice(s). The final wave-
function is shown for a single latticeOL1 (solid black) andwith a second one (OL1+OL2) (dashed red). The effects of lattice(s)
acceleration (right column) are contrastedwith static lattice(s) (left column). (a) and (b)The proposed acceleration ramp in a single
lattice does not lead to a broadening of themomentumdistribution. (c) and (d)The evolution of the BEC in the bichromatic lattice
potential (OL1+OL2) leads to a broadening of themomentumdistribution due to dephasing occurring betweenmultiple bichromatic
lattice sites. This effect is dramatically reduced in the accelerated case (d) aswe chose slightly different acceleration ramps for the two
lattices, causing the perturbation in each site to oscillate and average down. (e)Evenwith vanishing interactions, the sameBEC
structure than case (c) is observed for the bichromatic lattice case. The dephasing effect leads to the samemomentumpeaks (with less
broadening) and relativemagnitudes. (f)The different acceleration rampsmake the bichromatic dephasing average down andwe
observe the samemomentumdistribution for one or two lattices. Note that the BECs of (b) and (d) are the same plotted infigure 5(a).
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Figure 7.Effect of the number ofmomentumkicks. The right columndiffer from the left one bymore than one order ofmagnitude in
the total number ofmomentumkicks transferred. The upper panel illustrates the 87Rb case whereas the lower ones corresponds to the
acceleration of the potassium 41 isotope. This figure demonstrates the scalability of themethod since different fountains of variable
sizes could be operated using the same principle. No alteration of themomentumof the launched species is observedwhether the
fountain realized is few tens of cmor has a height of 10 m.Note that the duration of the two ramps (less than 8 ms) is chosen to be the
same in the two cases (left versus right) in order to decouple the effect ofmomentum transfer from interaction dephasing effects,
which scale linearly with time [68].

Figure 8.Velocity offset (from the ideal value) in the case of the 87Rb BEC as a function of the power of the non-magic-zero lattice. The
offset is compared to the reference value of k m2280 L 11 and plotted against the power of the perturbing latticeOL2. Since the lowest
differential inter-species velocity is limited by the effect ofOL2 on

87Rb, the velocity offset introduced for this species is the relevant
quantity to compare with the target differential velocity between the species. Thewaist of the dipole lasers forming the lattice is chosen
to be 1 mm for all the simulated cases of thisfigure. It is clear that for typical experimental values of the power ofOL2 (about 0.5 W),
the systematic velocity offset introduced is about 10 nm s−1 required in high-precision tests.
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the above-mentioned atomswith realistic parameters lead to the conclusion that this perturbation does not alter
the efficiency of themethod tomore than few tens of nm s−1.Moreover, the effects of atomic interactionswere
extensively assessed and contrasted to the ideal collision-less casemaking this study valuable for the non-
condensed regime aswell. Themethod proposed is not bound to a particular experimental arrangement and
covers awide range of fountain baselines from fewmm to severalmeter-tall chambers without suffering from
any performance deterioration. In general, the acceleration ramps can be engineered to account for an initial
spatial offset between the two atomic clouds, whichwas for simplicity omitted in the treated example. This
feature is an intrinsic advantage of the scheme that provides a solution to the gravitational sag issue complicating
Earth-bound inertial precisionmeasurements. The choice of the atomic test pair is not restricted to the study
case considered but can bemade among themultitude of alkaline and alkaline-Earth-metal species possessing
tune-out wavelengths [32–42, 50]. The fountain concept presented is the baseline of a launch stage in an atomic
interferometry test of the equivalence principle requiring the two species to start with velocities as close as few
nm s−1. This result puts aWEP test with an uncertainty of 10−15 within reach in already existing fountain
facilities.
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